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�e isolated working face has always been the hardest hit area for the occurrence of rockburst, and the spatially isolated working
face with multiple coal seams is often easily overlooked due to its hidden nature, which leads to the occurrence of rockburst
accidents. �is paper takes the Liuhuanggou coal mine (9–15) 08 isolated working face as the engineering background, used �eld
research, theoretical analysis, numerical simulation, and �eld monitoring, investigated the coal body stress evolution law during
mining, and revealed the overall instability rockburst mechanism of the working face and deduced the limit advance distance
when the working face was in a state of boundary instability. �e research results show the following: (1) with the increase of
advancement, the overlying strata on the working face are dynamically transformed from the “C” spatial structure with hollowing
on both sides to the “θ” spatial structure with coal body support in themiddle; (2) when the dynamic load stress on the coal body of
the working face exceeds 1.5 times its integrated compressive strength, there is a risk of overall instability rockburst; (3) when the
working face advances to 430m from the open cutting, the superimposed stress on the coal body exceeds its comprehensive
compressive strength and reaches a critical instability state, which is veri�ed by numerical simulation. Based on the analysis of the
mechanics and mechanism of the overall instability rockburst of the working face, this paper proposes a set of targeted safe mining
solutions: (1) �e joint monitoring system of microseism-stress-drilling cutting is adopted to monitor and warn the dangerous
rockburst areas. (2)�e “rockburst-gas” drilling technique is used to unload the pressure on both sides of the working face and the
coal wall. (3)�emining speed shall not exceed 3.2m/d when the working face is mined before 350m, and shall not exceed 2.4m/d
when the working face enters the in�uence area of mined-out LW(4-5)02 (350∼550m). �e microseismic monitoring results and
�eld practice con�rmed the reasonableness and e�ectiveness of the safe mining technology plan.

1. Introduction

With the continuous mining of coal resources, the coal
deposit conditions are becoming more and more complex,
so that rockburst accidents occur frequently [1–8].
According to statistics, the number of rockburst mines in
China has rapidly increased from 142 in 2012 to 177 as of
2017, and rockburst has become one of the most dangerous
disasters in China’s coal mines [9–13]. �e frequent oc-
currence of rockburst has brought serious damage to the
safety production and economic e�ciency of mines. Among
them, the isolated working face, which is generated by strip
mining or unreasonable mining layout, is the hardest hit

area for the occurrence of rockburst. Compared with other
types of working face, the stress concentration around the
roadway of an isolated working face is higher, and the roof
movement is also more intense. Coupled with the mining
conditions, complex geological conditions, and other fac-
tors, it is more likely to occur rockburst, which brings great
di�culties to the safe mining of coal resources [14–20].

�ere has been a lot of research on the mechanism and
prevention of rockburst induced by the overall instability of
the isolated working face. Zhu et al. [21, 22] scienti�cally
classi�ed the types of rockbursts in longwall workings by
means of stress and microseismic monitoring, studied the
mechanism of overall instability-induced rockbursts, and
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proposed a risk assessment method for such rockbursts.
Wang et al. [23] and Deng and Gu [24] analyzed the
mechanism of mine seismic and rockburst triggered by
isolated coal pillars using mechanical models, studied the
overlying strata movement law of isolated coal pillars, and
proposed reasonable width design criteria for isolated coal
pillars. Liu et al. [25] explored the distribution of stress field
on the isolated longwall working face by mechanical model,
theoretical calculations, seismic computed tomography, and
energy density, studied the stress distribution characteristics
on the isolated longwall working face under three different
surrounding rock conditions, and evaluated the rockburst
risk of four longwall isolated working faces in ZhaoLou coal
mine as an example. Xue et al. [26] revealed the mechanism
of rockburst occurring in mine coal pillars from the per-
spective of energy evolution and the bursting liability of coal
specimen through theoretical calculations and numerical
simulations, proposed the energy density criteria for rock-
burst hazard evaluation, and analyzed the energy density
factor and the characteristics of the changing trend in the
vertical direction. Zhao et al. [27] established a micro-
structure model of coal based on the theory of coal grain
friction generating charge, studied four different friction
coefficient variation laws of coal, and then used the elec-
tromagnetic radiation method for potential rockburst
ground pressure hazard at isolated coal pillar working face.

'e above scholars have conducted a lot of researches on
the law of overburden movement of isolated working face
and the prevention and control technology of rockburst of
isolated working face, which provide theoretical reference
for this paper, but there are fewer researches on the critical
judgment basis of the overall instability rockburst of coal
body and its safe mining technology when the isolated
working face with multi-seam spatial distribution advances
to the mined-out area. In view of this, this paper takes the
Liuhuanggou coal mine (9–15) 08 isolated working face as
the engineering background and studies the critical insta-
bility width of the isolated working face through mechanical
analysis, theoretical calculation, and numerical simulation,
in order to provide a reference for similar engineering
practice.

2. Engineering Background

2.1. Overview. (9–15) 08 spatially isolated working face(SIW)
of the Liuhuanggou coal mine mainly mining 9–15 coal seam.
'e average mining depth of the working face is 430m, and
the average thickness of the coal seam is 14m, which belongs
to an extra-thick coal seam with stable seams and a simple
structure. 'e roof of the coal seam is dominated by gritstone
and medium-grained sandstone, and there is a group of hard
sandstone groupwith a thickness of 26.84m about 38m above
the coal seam, which may have a large impact on the working
face during mining, as shown in Table 1. According to the
results of coal rockburst tendency identification, both the
9–15 coal seam and its top and bottom plates have a strong
burst tendency.

(9–15) 08 spatially isolated working face(SIW) of the
Liuhuanggou coal mine is the successor of (4-5) 06 longwall

working face (LW) SIW(9–15) 08 is partially located below
the mined-out LW(4-5) 04 and (4-5) 06 of the 4-5 coal seam,
and the average distance from 4-5 coal seam is about 27m.
In addition, about 110m to the southwest of the SIW(9–15)
08 is the old mined-out area of the adjacent mine, and about
548m to the east from the open cut is the mined-out LW(4-
5) 02. It has a strike length of about 1713.2m and an inclined
length of about 130m. 'e plan location is shown in
Figure 1. 'e tendency profile is shown in Figures 2 and 3.

2.2. Rockburst Risk Analysis. SIW(9–15) 08 has a relatively
high degree of stress concentration in the coal body of the
working face due to the influence of the extra-thick coal
seam, mountain stress, and the mined-out areas on both
sides. When the working face advances to mined-out LW(4-
5) 02, it gradually forms a spatially isolated working face with
four sides of mining, the stress concentration of the coal
body on the working face further rises, and the overall
instability of the coal body is very likely to occur when
mining the coal body in this area, so the coal wall and the
trackgate have strong rockburst hazard. 'e beltgate has a
weak rockburst hazard because it is arranged below the
mined-out area. In summary, through macro evaluation, the
preliminary judgment of (9–15) 08 working face rockburst
hazards is shown in Figure 4.'is paper focuses on the stress
changes in the coal body when the SIW(9–15) 08 is ad-
vancing towards the mined-out LW(4-5) 02 and provides
safe mining technology solutions based on this, with a view
to providing a reference for the actual project.

3. Mechanism of Overall Instability Rockburst

3.1. Overburden Spatial Structure and Stress Evolution
Characteristics. According to the actual mining situation of
the coal seam in the Liuhuanggou coal mine and the actual
measured data of surface subsidence, it is known that during
the mining period of SIW(9–15) 08, all the mined-out areas
after the mining of 4-5 coal seams are in a non-fully mined
state, and the overlying strata of SIW(9–15) 08 form an
asymmetric pressure arch structure [28, 29]. With the in-
creasing advancement of the working face, the stress dis-
tribution on the coal body roughly shows 4 patterns, as
shown in Figure 5.

At the early stage of mining, the coal body of SIW(9–15)
08 is affected by themined-out areas which on both sides, the

Table 1: Stratigraphy statistics table.

Serial number Lithology 'ickness (m)
R19 Siltstone 1.00
R18 Gritstone 12.80
R17 Interbedded fine-sandstone 5.00
R16 Siltstone 8.04
R15 Mudstone 0.20
R14 Fine-sandstone 3.31
R13 Mudstone 3.42
R12 Fine-sandstone 1.00
R11 Mudstone 2.2
R10 4-5 coal seam 6.94
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stress concentration of the coal body is much higher than
that of the ordinary working face. But the coal body of the
working face at this stage has a large bearing width, the peak
stress distribution is not yet superimposed on both sides of
the coal body, and the middle of the coal body is still in the
original rock stress area, showing a “bimodal” distribution,
as shown in Figure 5(a). 'ere is no risk of overall instability
rockburst in this stage.

At the middle stage of mining, as the working face con-
tinues to advance, the roof strata gradually break and are
connected with the overlying faulted strata in the surrounding
mined-out areas, forming a spatial structure similar to the “C”
shape [30].'e stress peak gradually shifts to the middle of the
coal body, and the stress in the center of the coal body rises
above the original rock stress. At this point, the stress distri-
bution is presented as a “saddle type,” as shown in Figure 5(b).
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Figure 1: SIW(9–15) 08 plan location diagram.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of A–A tendency profile.
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At the end stage of mining, the overburden spatial
structure develops continuously upward, forming a dy-
namic “C” type overburden spatial structure. When the
working face enters the influence range of side abutment
pressure of mined-out LW(4-5) 02, the overlying strata on
the working face gradually connect with the overlying
broken strata of mined-out LW(4-5)02, forming a nearly
“θ” type overlying rock spatial structure with coal body
support in the middle [31]. At this time, the isolated coal
body stress is “platform type” or even “unimodal type”
distribution, as shown in Figures 5(c) and 5(d). 'e central
region of the coal body stress increases sharply, the core
stress homogenizes, and the overall instability rockburst is
very easy to occur.

3.2. Mechanism and Mechanical Analysis. According to the
previous analysis of the spatial structure and stress evolution
of the overburden during the mining of (9–15) 08 working
face, the mechanism of the overall instability rockburst of
(9–15) 08 working face is: before working face mining, the
coal body is not affected by mining disturbance, and the
stress on the coal body mainly comes from the self-weight of
the overlying strata and the transfer stress of the overlying
strata on both sides of the mined-out areas and is in a state of
stress equilibrium. During the working face mining, the
isolated coal body will be affected not only by the above
stresses, but also by the advanced support pressure of the
working face, and gradually enter the side abutment pressure
influence range of the mined-out LW(4-5)02, the advanced
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Figure 4: Rockburst danger zones of SIW(9–15) 08.
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of superimposed force field distribution. (a) Bimodal type. (b) Saddle type. (c) Platform type. (d) Unimodal
type.
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support pressure of the working face and the side abutment
pressure of the mined-out areas are superimposed, which
further increases the risk of the overall instability rockburst
of the coal body of the isolated working face.

In order to visually analyze the stresses on the coal body
when the working face advances, the stresses on the isolated
coal body are roughly divided into three parts: the working
face inclined abutment pressure, the working face strike
abutment pressure, and the self-weight of the overlying
strata of the coal body.

3.2.1. Inclined Abutment Pressure Distribution
Characteristics. According to the actual mining situation of
the coal seam in the Liuhuanggou coal mine and the
measured parameters of surface subsidence, it is known that
the overlying strata of 4-5 coal seam are in a non-sufficient
mining state after the working face of 4-5 coal seam had been
mined. Since the 4-5 coal seam and 9–15 coal seam are only
about 28m apart, in order to simplify the calculation, it is
assumed that (9–15) 08 working face is in the same plane as
the mined-out areas on both sides. Accordingly, a static
distribution model of the inclined abutment pressure of the
coal body at the isolated working face is established, as
shown in Figure 6.
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'e area S3 of the yellow area on the left is shown in

S3 �
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16

1 + cotα1( . (3)

'e area S4 of the yellow area on the left is shown in

S4 �
l
2
2
16

1 + cotα2( . (4)

'en, the average side abutment pressure on the isolated
coal body is shown in

σl � 

4

i�1
Si

c

d
, (5)

where l1 and l2 are the width of the mined-out areas on both
sides of the isolated working face, H1 and H2 are the burial
depth of the mined-out areas on both sides; d is the width of
the isolated working face; α1 and α2 are the strata movement
angles of the mined-out areas on both sides; θ is the dip angle

of the coal seam; and c is the volume weight of the overlying
strata.

3.2.2. Strike Abutment Pressure Distribution Characteristics.
'e strike abutment pressure on the isolated working face is
divided into two parts: mined-out LW(4-5) 02 strike
abutment pressure and advanced support pressure when the
working face advances. Taking the workface open cut as the
coordinate origin and the direction of workface advance as
the positive direction of the x-axis to establish the coordinate
system, the incremental pressure of mined-out LW(4-5) 02
bearing pressure on the isolated work face is shown in
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where σmaxi is the maximum abutment pressure generated
by the ith key stratum on the coal body on the side of the
mined-out areas; Hi is the distance from the center of the
thickness of the ith key stratum to the coal floor; β is the rock
fracture angle in the mined-out areas; Lwi is the span of the
key stratum i; and L is the length of the working face strike
direction from the mined-out area.

'e workface advanced abutment pressure stress in-
crement Δσ4 is shown in

Δσ4 �
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where a is the working face advance distance, taking the
value range 0∼L.

Combining equations (6)–(8), the strike average abut-
ment pressure on the isolated coal body is shown in

σt �


L−a

0 Δσ4dx + 
L

a
Δσ3dx

L − a
. (9)

'e self-weight stress of the coal body at the working face
is shown in

σq � cH, (10)

where H is the depth of the working face.
Considering the effect of dynamic disturbance on the

coal body of the isolated working face by mining activities
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[32, 33], introducing the dynamic load coefficient k, the
average stress of the working face is shown in

σ � k σl + σt + σq . (11)

3.3. Analysis of the Overall Instability Rockburst Hazard of a
Spatially IsolatedWorking Face. 'e necessary condition for
the occurrence of an overall instability rockburst on the coal
body of an isolated working face is that the average abutment
pressure on the isolated coal body exceeds 1.5 times its
comprehensive compressive strength [34, 35]. We have the
following equation:

Ic �
σ

μ σc 
> 1.5, (12)

where [σc] is the uniaxial compressive strength of the
coal body, MPa, and μ is the average comprehensive
compressive coefficient of the coal body, taking the value
range of 3∼5.

It can be seen that when the average abutment pressure
on the coal body of the isolated working face is equal to 1.5
times its comprehensive compressive strength, the isolated
coal body is in the critical state of overall instability rock-
burst. Equation (13) can be obtained by associating equa-
tions (11) and (12):
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Substitute the specific parameters of the working face
into equation (13) and solve for the unknown a in the
equation to obtain the limit advance distance of the working

face when the isolated working face reaches the critical
instability state.

3.4.Determinationof theOverall InstabilityRockburstHazard

3.4.1. Estimation of Inclined Abutment Pressure.
According to the relevant parameters of the adjacent mine
and the working face of 04 and 06 of 4-5 coal seam, take the
depth of the mined-out areas H1 � 350m, H2 � 486m; the
width of the mined-out area l1 � 140m, l2 � 330m; the rock
movement angle of the mined-out areas α1 � α2 � 80°; (9–15)
08 working face width d� 130m, coal seam dip angle θ� 24°,
overlying strata volume weight c � 2.5 t/m3.

Substitute the above parameters into equations (1)–(5) to
obtain the inclined abutment pressure as shown in

σl � 29.85MPa. (14)

3.4.2. Estimation of Strike Abutment Pressure. To simplify
the calculation, the overlying strata of the mined-out areas
are regarded as a whole rock formation, thenHi � hmax +Mi/
2. According to mined-out LW(4-5) 02 and SIW(9–15) 08
drilling stratigraphic parameters and field monitoring data,
take mined-out LW(4-5) 02 depthH3 � 358m, pressure arch
maximum height hmax3 � 70m, working face from the
mined-out area strike length L� 548m, (9–15) 08 working
face buried depth H4 � 430m, hmax4 � 65m, β4 � 74°, key
stratum span Lwi � 417m.

Substituting the above parameters into equations (6)–(8)
to obtain the strike abutment pressure and self-weight stress
as shown in
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Figure 6: Static distribution model of inclined abutment pressure on the isolated working face.
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σq � 10.75. (17)

3.4.3. Estimation of Limit Advance Distance. According to
the identification data of coal seam 9–15 in the Liu-
huanggou coal mine, the single axis compressive strength
of coal body [σc] � 21MPa, the average comprehensive
compressive stress (CCS) coefficient of coal body μ� 3, the
dynamic load coefficient k� 1.3, and the comprehensive
equations (14)∼(17) can obtain the relationship between the
average stress(AS) on the coal body of the isolated working
face and the advancing degree of the working face as shown
in Figure 7.

As can be seen from Figure 7, the AS on the coal body as
the working face advances from the open cut to the mined-
out LW(4-5) 02 is roughly divided into the following three
stages:

(1) When the working face advances 350m in the first
stage, the AS of the coal body rises slowly with the
advance of the working face, and the dynamic load
stress of the working face increases slowly from
59MPa to 76MPa.

(2) When the working face advances 350∼470m and
enters the influence range of mined-out LW(4-5) 02,
the average stress on the coal body increases sharply,
and the dynamic load stress on the working face
increases rapidly from 76MPa to 105MPa.When the
working face advances 430m, the average stress on
the coal body reaches the critical value of the overall
instability rockburst, and the overall instability
rockburst is very likely to occur.

(3) When the working face is pushed past the stress peak
point of 470m, the AS of the coal body decreases
rapidly to below the critical value with the decrease
of abutment pressure on the isolated coal body.

4. Numerical Analysis

4.1. NumericalModel. According to the geology and mining
conditions of the Liuhuanggou coal mine (9–15) 08
working face, the model size is established as
L×W×H� 680m× 700m× 387m, with an inclination
angle of 24°, using Mohr–Coulomb criterion, fixing the
horizontal displacement at both ends of the model, con-
straining the horizontal and vertical displacement at its
bottom, and the top as a free surface. Apply a uniform load
on top of the model to simulate the self-weight of the
overlying strata. Model X-axis direction is (9–15) 08 working

face tendency, and Y-axis direction is (9–15) 08 working face
direction. 'e numerical calculation model is shown in
Figure 8.

4.2. Analysis of Stress Concentration. According to the actual
mining situation of the adjacent mine and Liuhuanggou coal
mine, the excavation sequence is adjacent mine working
face⟶ (4-5) 02 working face⟶ (4-5) 04 working face-
⟶ (4-5) 06 working face. 'e effect on the change of stress
in the coal body of (9–15) 08 working face was recorded.'e
details are shown in Figure 9.

As can be seen from Figure 9, with the gradual hollowing
around the (9–15) 08 working face, the stress on the coal
body of the working face can be broadly divided into two
areas:

(1) From Figures 9(a) and 9(c), it can be seen that when
the adjacent mine working face is mined out, the
working face coal body stress rises from 10.75MPa to
about 15MPa. With the completion of mining of 04
and 06 working face of 4-5 coal seam, (9–15) 08
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Figure 7: Relationship between average stress and degree of ad-
vancement of isolated coal body.
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working face forms a spatial isolated working face
with hollow mining on both sides, and the stress of
coal body of working face rises obviously, from
15MPa to about 40MPa rapidly.

(2) From Figure 9(b), it can be seen that after (4-5) 02
working face is mined, the stress on the coal body of
(9–15) 08 working face rises to about 17.5MPa from
the original rock stress by the influence of the mined-
out area. When (9–15) 08 working face advances to
the mined-out area, the abutment pressure trans-
ferred from the overlying strata of the mined-out
area to the isolated coal body is gradually super-
imposed, and the stress on the coal body further
increases. When the stress on the coal body exceeds
its 1.5 times comprehensive compressive strength,
there is a risk of overall instability rockburst.

4.3. Analysis of Stress Evolution during Mining. In order to
study the stress changes of the isolated coal body at different
advancement degrees of the working face, based on the
results of the previous theoretical calculations, measurement
lines were arranged along the middle of the inclination in the
coal body of (9–15) 08 working face, focusing on monitoring
the stress changes of the coal body when the working face is
200m away from mined-out LW(4-5) 02, and recording the
stress changes of the coal body at every 20m advancement of
the working face, as shown in Figure 10.

As can be seen from Figure 10, when the working face
advances toward the mined-out LW(4-5) 02, the abutment
pressure on the isolated coal body is distributed in a single
peak, and the maximum point of the abutment pressure is
about 100m in front of the working face. When the working
face advances in the range of 350∼430m, the abutment
pressure on the isolated coal body increases continuously,
and the peak stress increases from 55MPa to 79MPa, which
increases the risk of overall instability rockburst on the coal
body. After the working face advances 430m, the stress
decreases and tends to be stable. 'e abutment pressure
drops back to about 53MPa. From the numerical simulation
analysis, it can be obtained that when the isolated working
face gradually advances to about 430m, the coal body
abutment pressure gradually increases, and the risk of
overall instability rockburst is higher.

5. Analysis of Safe Mining Plan and Effect

Based on the previous research on the overall instability
mechanism of the isolated working face, the safe mining plan
is designed from the perspective of monitoring and early
warning, pressure relief for the actual situation of (9–15) 08
working face.

5.1. Monitoring and Early Warning Technical Measures.
Monitoring and early warning technology are one of the
most effective methods to prevent and control rockburst
[36–41]. According to the previous analysis, “microseism-
stress-drilling cutting” joint monitoring is carried out within
200m from the front of mined-out LW(4-5) 02.

5.1.1. Microseismic Monitoring System Arrangement. Six
microseismic probes are arranged within 200m in front of
the coal body of the working face and 100m in the back
mined-out area, among which three are arranged in the
trackgate and beltgate respectively, using 100m interval and
cross arrangement to focus on monitoring the area with
overall instability rockburst hazard. 'e microseismic probe
arrangement is shown in Figure 11.

5.1.2. Online Stress Monitoring System Arrangement.
During the mining of the working face, a measuring site is
arranged every 25m along the advancing direction, two
measuring points are arranged in each site, and the in-
stallation depth of the borehole stress gauge is 14m and 8m,
respectively, with an interval of 1m. In the process of
working forward to disassemble forward in time to ensure
that the monitoring range is always not less than 200m, as
shown in Figure 12.

5.1.3. Arrangement of Drilling Cuttings Pulverized Coal
Monitoring System. Pulverized coal monitoring is carried
out within 60m of the upper part of the beltgate and the
lower part of the trackgate in the working face, with a hole
depth of 15m and a spacing of 20m, and monitored twice a
week. For the early warning areas monitored by the online
stress monitoring system, one drilling cutting detection hole
is constructed at a location 2∼5m from the early warning
point, with the same drilling parameters as above.

5.2. Pressure Relief and Anti-Rockburst Technical Measures

5.2.1. Pre-Unloading Measures on Both Sides of the Working
Face along the Gate. (9–15) 08 working face beltgate is
located below the mined-out areas and has weak rockburst
risk, so it is mainly monitored. If the rockburst hazard is
found and then take pressure relief measures. (9–15) 08
working face trackgate is located in solid coal, with strong
rockburst hazard, need to construct drilling relief with large
diameter to unload pressure, drilling parameters as shown in
Table 2.

5.2.2. Prepressure Relief Measures for Coal Wall at Working
Face. According to the theoretical calculation and numer-
ical simulation results, (9–15)08 working face will form a “θ”
type overburden spatial structure when it is about 120m
away from mined-out LW(4-5) 02, which has the risk of
overall instability rockburst, and it is necessary to take
penetration pressure relief to eliminate the elastic core of
coal column.

'e original design was to take deep holes in the coal wall
to relieve pressure after the working face entered the overall
instability danger zone, due to the difficulty of the construction
of this method, considering that (9–15) 08 working face needs
to extract and release the gas in the coal body before mining,
the research group proposed the “rockburst-gas” drilling
technology, increasing the diameter of the gas extraction holes
from 94mm to 133mm, with a spacing of 2m and an
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inclination of 86°. 'e drill hole arrangement is shown in
Figure 13.

During drilling construction, a large number of mi-
croseismic events were induced due to drilling activities. A

comparison of microseismic events before and after the
drilling construction is shown in Figure 14. Figure 14(a)
shows the microseismic events during the normal mining
period from July 6 to July 31 at (9–15) 08 working face, and

Adjacent mine 
mined-out area

SIW (9-15)08
trackgate

SIW (9-15)08
beltgate

0.0000E+00
-2.5000E+06
-5.0000E+06
-7.5000E+06
-1.0000E+07
-1.2500E+07
-1.5000E+07
-1.7500E+07
-2.0000E+07
-2.2500E+07
-2.5000E+07
-2.7500E+07
-3.0000E+07
-3.2500E+07
-3.5000E+07

(a)

Mined-out LW (4-5)02

SIW (9-15)08
trackgate

SIW (9-15)08
beltgate

0.0000E+00
-2.5000E+06
-5.0000E+06
-7.5000E+06
-1.0000E+07
-1.2500E+07
-1.5000E+07
-1.7500E+07
-2.0000E+07
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(b)
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Figure 9: Stress evolution cloud diagram after mining at the working face. (a) Vertical stress cloud map of the adjacent mine working face
after hollowing. (b) Vertical stress cloud map of the (4-5) 02 working face after hollowing. (c) Vertical stress cloud map of the (4-5) 04, 06
working face after hollowing.
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Figure 11: Schematic layout of the microseismic monitoring system.
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Figure 12: Schematic diagram of the measuring site layout.
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Figure 14(b) shows the microseismic events during the
construction of the “rockburst-gas” drill hole at the coal wall
of the isolated working face fromAugust 28 to November 20.

As can be seen from Figure 14, a large number of micro-
seismic events occurred during the construction of “rock-
burst-gas” drilling in the overall instability rockburst hazard

Beltgate

Trackgate Mined-out
LW (4-5)02

86°

2 m

2 m

Φ 133 mm

Φ133 mm

Figure 13: (9–15) 08 working face “rockburst-gas” drilling layout diagram.

232m

Beltgate

Trackgate

Advanced mining influence scope

(a)

225m 270m

Range of microseismic events induced by 
construction “rockburst-gas”drilling

Advanced mining 
influence scope

Beltgate

Trackgate
Mined-out

LW (4-5) 02

(b)

Figure 14: Comparison of microseismic events before and after the construction of “rockburst-gas” drilling. (a) Range of microseismic
events during normal mining. (b) Range of microseismic events during drilling construction.

Table 2: Prepressure relief measures and specific parameters of the two sides of the gate.

Rockburst hazard zone level Measures Parameters
Weak Monitoring —
Medium Drilling relief with large diameter Hole depth 25m, drilling diameter 120∼150mm, hole spacing 2m
Strong Drilling relief with large diameter Hole depth 25m, drilling diameter 120∼150mm, hole spacing 1m
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area of the working face, which released the elastic energy in
the isolated coal body in advance and reduced the stress
concentration in the coal column.

5.3. Control Mining Speed. Studies have shown that con-
trolling the mining rate plays a crucial role in the prevention
and control of rockburst [42, 43]. Excessive mining speed
will lead to larger rock damage size, increased elastic energy
released, abutment pressure peak in front of the coal body
gradually approaching the coal wall, and the peak stress will
increase.

According to the mining speed statistics of other
working faces of 9–15 coal seam, the average mining speed of
9–15 coal seam is 2.8m/d and the maximummining speed is
5.6m/d, which occurs in (9–15) 06 working face, during
which no rockburst warning occurs. According to the results
of theoretical calculation and numerical simulation, con-
sidering the high degree of stress concentration in the
isolated coal body of (9–15) 08 working face and the risk of
overall instability rockburst during the mining period, it is
determined that the mining speed of the working face should
not exceed 3.2m/d when it is mining the fist 350m of coal
body, and the mining speed should not exceed 2.4m/d when
it enters the influence range of mined-out LW(4-5) 02
(350∼550m).

5.4. Strengthen the Strength and Distance of Advanced
Support. From Figure 14, it can be seen that the advance
disturbance range during the mining process of the working
face is about 220m, and the current advance support length
of the mine is 120m, so it is recommended to strengthen the

advance support of the gateways of the working face to
220m, and strengthen the strength of the advance support to
improve the rockburst resistance and disturbance energy of
the advance support system.

5.5. Analysis of Prevention and Treatment Effects. In order to
test the prevention and control effect after taking targeted
measures, the frequency and total energy of microseismic
events (ME) occurring within 200m of the initial advance of
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the working face mining and 200m of the advancement to
the mined-out LW(4-5) 02 are compared, as shown in
Figures 15 and 16.

From Figures 15 and 16, it can be seen that when the first
200m of coal body was mined at the (9–15) 08 working face
without special anti-rockburst measures, the highest number of
microseismic events per day is 73. 'e total energy of micro-
seismic events is up to 2.07×106 J, and 71.2% is concentrated in
the range of 105∼106 J. After taking special measures for safe
mining, the number of dailymicroseismic events duringmining
of the isolated coal body decreased to 10∼40, and the total daily
microseismic energy is all less than 106 J, mostly located in the
range of 104∼105 J (76.4%). It can be seen that after the adoption
of special measures for safe mining, the daily microseismic
events and total energy decreased significantly compared with
the initial stage of mining, which achieved the expected results
and realized the safe mining of the overall instability rockburst
hazard area of the isolated coal body.

6. Conclusion

Based on the Liuhuanggou coal mine (9–15) 08 spatially
isolated working face as the engineering background, this
article studies the stress evolution law of the isolated coal
body, reveals the mechanism of its occurrence of overall
instability rockburst of isolated coal, and pushes to the limit
width when the coal body reaches the critical instability
state. According to the actual mining situation of (9–15) 08
working face, this study proposes safety mining measures for
isolated coal body. 'e effectiveness of the safety mining
measures is verified by comparing the onsite microseismic
monitoring data, and the following conclusions are drawn:

(1) Spatially isolated working face with increasing ad-
vance distance, the overlying strata show a dynamic
transformation process from “C” type spatial
structure to “θ” type spatial structure, and its sus-
ceptibility to overall instability rockburst is the result
of the comprehensive effect of stress transfer from
the working face and the overlying strata in the
mined-out areas.

(2) According to the actual coal body storage condition,
a mechanical analysis model is established to obtain
the relationship between the internal stress of the
coal body and the advancement degree, and the
criterion for the limited advancement distance of the
working face when the critical instability state is
reached is derived.'e results show that the working
face reaches a critical instability state when it reaches
430m from the open cut, and there is a risk of overall
instability rockburst.

(3) Based on the results of the theoretical analysis, we
have developed comprehensive prevention and
control measures for monitoring and early warning,
pressure relief and prevention, and control of mining
speed, and proposed an innovative “rockburst-gas”
drilling technology to ensure the safe mining of the
isolated working face.
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